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Abstract The measurements of the SOL flow and plasma profiles both at the high-field-side (FS) and low-
field-side FS), for the first time, identified the SOL flow pattern and its driving mechanism "Flow reversal"
was found near the HFS and LFS separatrix of the main plasma for the ion VB drift direction towards the divertor.
Radial profiles of the SOL flow were similar to those calculated numerically using the UEDGE code with the
plasma drifts included although Mach numbers in measurements were greater than those obtained numerically.
Particle fluxes towards the HFS and LFS divertors produced by the parallel SOL flow and ExB drift flow were
evaluated The particle flux for the case of intense gas puff and divertor pump (puff and pump) was investigated,
and it was found that both the Mach number and collisionality were enhanced, in particular, at HFS. Drift flux in
the pvate flux region was also evaluated, and important physics issues for the divertor design and operation, such
as in-out asymmetries of the beat and particle fluxes, and control of impurity ions were investigated.

1. Introduction

The scrape-off layer (SOL) flow plays an important role in the plasma transport along the field
lines. Parallel SOL flow is expected to increase with an intense gas puff and divertor pump (puff

and pump), which is proposed to iprove impurity shielding from the core plasma. On the
other hand, the SOL flow away ftom the LF S divertor, flow reversal" (op p os ite to what one
expects from a simple picture of the plasma flow), has been generally observed at various

locations around the plasma edge, in particular, for the ion VB drift direction towards the

divertor 1-4]. Recently, mechanisms producingparallel SOL flow, resulting fromthe poloidal

variation of plasma drift velocity were investigated 56]. Drift flow in the private flux region
was p rop osed as a candidate mechanism to p roduce in-out asy mmetry in divertor p article flux

[7,8]. Quantitative evaluation of the drift effects sould be established in order to control the
SI-IT a di ertor plasmas i magneti configurations rlevant to a tokamak reactor.
1-1 1- U AV IL I IC

Determination of the SOL flow pattern has been recently advanced in JT-60U experiments.
Reciprocating Mach probes were installed at the high-field-side (HFS) baffle, low-field-side
(LFS) midplane and just below the X-point (Fig.l). SOL flow pattern is shown in See. 2 It is
compared to UEDGE simulation results with the plasma drifts included in Sec. 3 SOL particle

fluxes towards the HFS and LFS divertors are, for the first time, evaluated from components of
the parallel SOL flow and perpendicular ExB drift flow. Important physics issues for the
divertor design and operation: in-out asymmetry in the ion flux and impurity control by puff
and pump, are discussed in See. 4 and 5. Summary and conclusions are given in Sec. 6.

2 SOL Flow Measurements at HFS and LFS

Profiles of ion saturation currents at the electron- and ion-drift sides, j,'-' and j,", electron
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temperatures, T,'-' and T,'-', and floating potential, Vf,
are measured with spatial resolution of 12 nun. The 0 LMLd lane Mac
direction of the plasma flow along the field lines and
the Mach number are deduced from the ratio of j,'-' and SOL SOL

jI;I- using Hutchinson's formula 9 M = 0.351no,' N

'1,"), where positive and negative values show the -1
direction towards the US and HFS divertors,
respectively. Plasma potential, Vp, and radial electric pro oint Mach probe
field, E, are calculated from a sheath model Vp = Vf+ L�-T
2.75T,) and its differentiation. Parameters of the L- 2 3 R (m) 4

mode discharge, lp=1.6MA, B=3.3T, q95=3.5 and FIG. 1. Profiles of j, T, Vf and SOL
PNBI=4.3MW, are fixed. Main plasma density, -ff,, is flow along black lines are measuredwith three reciprocating Mach probes
maintained dunng probe measurements, and it changes at HFS baffle, US midplane, and
from 1.2xlO'9 to 3.9xlO" m-' (-ff,/nGw =0.23 - 073, below X-point

M-3) on grad B dnft towards divertor shot#39088where nGw =5.2xlO'9 on a shot-by-shot basis to LFS . . . . . . . . . . .
divertor

for normal ion VB drift direction. LFS SOL (X-Point)

OE-
LFS SOL

0) (Midplane)
Both the ion VB drift direction and ii, were found to 5 -0E 0 - - - - - - -
affect the plasma flow velocity 6, 1 0]. Profiles of the _
Mach number at the three locations are shown in Fig. -0.5.

for the ion VB drift direction towards the divertor HIF
divertor - 0and relatively low -ff,= 1. 6xI 0'9m-'. Three profiles are O' '16 ... 20 30 40

Distance from separatrix (mm)
mapped to the LFS midplane, and the data in the mapping to LFS midplane
private flux region are not plotted. For the midplane FIG. 2 Profiles of Mach numbers
radius (rnid) less or greater than 4 m, field lines are measured by reciprocating Mach probes
connected to the divertor plate and baffle, (at US midplane, near X-point and
respectively. Results of the US flow profiles show above HFS baffle) for ion grad-B

direction towards the divertor.
that flow reversal occurs near the separatrix of 
main plasma with M = 04. The flow reversal gradually reduces at the outer flux surfaces,
whereas fast SOL flow (M- 0.5) towards the LFS divertor is observed below the X-point.

Characteristics of HFS SOL flow change near the separatrix. The SOL flow away from the HFS
divertor with IMI = 0 1-0.2 is found at and just outside the sep aratrix, and width of the flow
reversal (rmd-0.4 cm) is narrower than that observed LFS midplane (r,,,d < 5m). The Mach
numbers of the flow reversal decrease gradually with increasingly. On the other hand, at the
outer flux surfaces (I < rrid<4cm), subsonic SOL flow towards the FS divertor (M - -0.5 is
produced. Mach numbers are similar both at US midplane and HFS. Parallel SOL flow may be
driven from LFS to HFS on te outer flux surfaces. The Mach numbers increase with -ff,. Particle
flux towards the HFS divertor, which is produced by the SOL flow (nV11) and is represented by
nMC, -Mjle, is also enhanced. Particle flux towards the divertor is investigated in See. 4.

For the ion VB drift direction away from the divertor, SOL flow towards LFS divertor is
observed both at LFS midplane and near X-point. The SOL flow at HFS is towards the HFS
divertor. All Mach numbers near the separatrix are small (IM = 02-0.3). From these
observations in opposite VB drift configurations, one can conclude that the SOL flow near the
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separatrix of the main plasma edge is driven against the VB drift direction. A large influence of

the plasma drifts is expected.

3. SOL Plasma Simulation With Drift Effects

LFS div FS div. -,I*- --W- LFS div.
Two-dimensional plasma flow pattern was CD X-point LFi X-poin
investigated in the toroidal plasma and -0 mid laneE 0.2 w/o drift effects
divertor geometries. Drift effects such as ExB, :1C 0
BxVB and diamagiietic drifts have been .0.2

included in the simulation code of the plasma -0.4 pro probe
fluid models, UEDGE 11]. At this stage, HFS dv 0 2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
plasma calculation mesh covers the ege and Normalized poloidal distance from HFS divertor
SOL area at the US midplain radius Of FIG. 3 Mach numbers at r_ = 0.5cm as a
-3<rnd<5cm. Constant diffusion coefficients, function of normalized poloidal distance from

2 2 HFS divertor. Cases with and without includinS
Xi Xe 1 s- and D 025 m s- over the drift effects are shown. Mach probe locations
SOL area, are used to reproduce the measured are shown by arrows.

T, and n. profiles at US midplane. . . . .. . . .
0.4 HFS SOL

'0 0.2Figure 3 shows Mach numbers of the parallel SOL E ach probe
flow along the normalized poloidal distance from 0 - - - - - - - - -

JEDGE
HFS target to US target at rd=0.6 cm. Here, the CD 2

2
calculation with including small drift effects of 55% _0.4 ...............
in iterations is also shown. It is found that the SOL (b) .... I ......

0.4 LFS div LFS SOL
flow towards the HFS divertor, i.e. flow reversal, is (midplane)

-c 2
produced at LFS SOL, while the SOL flow towards E 4

0 �- �-7
the US divertor is seen near the X-point. With -

'- 2increasing drift effects, Mach numbers of the flow 1110119ftm
reversal increase (in particular, at US SOL 0.4 ......
midplane). Simulation results reveal that the flow (C) . . . .. . ..........

LFS div. LFS SOL
reversal is mainly caused by the ion BxVB drift, ZD 0. 8 (below X-point)

E
which increases the ion pressure downward. On 0.6
the other hand, the Mach number at the X-point 0.4

does not change near the separatrix at relatively '20 0. 2

lowff� 0
0 1 0 20 30 40

Distance from separatrix (mm)
Calculated SOL flow profiles are compared to the mapping to LIFS midplane

measured ones as shown in Fig. 4 12]. At the LFS FIGA Numerical (with drift effects) and
midp lane, the flow reversal near the sep aratrix (IMI experimental Mach number profiles (a)
-0.2) is comparable to the measurement (IM = 0.3- above HFS baffle, (b) at US midplane
0.4). The calculated SOL flow at the outer flux and (c) near the X-point (LFS SOL).

surfaces (r,,,d > 3 cm) is towards the LFS divertor: the width of the flow reversal is narrow,

while it is observed at further outer radius (rnud > cm) in the experiment. Neutral flux from the

first wall is larger in experiments, which is not modeled consistently to reproduce the D,'

brightness profile. This influence should be simulated in order to understand radial diffusion of
the SOL plasma as well as parallel flow pattern.
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Calculated Mach nwnbers above the HFS baffle and near the X-point increase towards the

divertor when the drift effects are included. At HFS SOL, the Mach numbers at separatrix and
r ... d - 2 cm are comparable to the measurements, but those within 0< rm�d< cm are smaller. On
the other hand, near the X-point of LFS, the Mach numbers at r.d < 2 cm (including separatrix)
are small compared to the measurements (IMI 0.4). Mechanism for the subsonic flow in

experiments is not understood yet. It could be caused by the fact that distributions of impurity
ion densities are not well reproduced to simulate the experimental radiation profile in the
divertor. However, near the separatrix, influences of the subsonic flow on net particle flux

towards the divertor are relatively small since particle flux caused by the drift flow is larger.

4. Particle Fluxes Towards HFS and LFS Divertors

In this section, net particle fluxes towards the HFS and US divertors are investigated 13].

Components of parallel SOL flow (nV//) and drift flow (nVd,,ft) to the particle flux towards the

divertor are described as nV//8 and nVdrf,(D, respectively. Here, = B^/ varies in tonis and D

= B,/B/ (- 1). Both components change with increasing -ff.. At the same time, large ExB drift flow

in the private flux region influences the in-out asymmetry in the divertor ion flux 6.
Distributions of the parallel and drift flows up stream of the HFS and LFS divertors and in the

private flux region are for the first time established enabling one to understand the particle

transport in SOL and divertor. (a)
to LFS jp22 A 1r 2) High-field-side SOL

4.1 Parallel SOL Flow and ExB Drift Flow Divertor . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 .14M

[El

Poloidal components of particle flux densities:
0-0 0parallel SOL flow (nV//E)) and ExB drift flow

(n�Vdrft EB(D) are shown in Fig.5 for the ion VB drift g 1

direction towards the divertor. Here, n,=n, is -2 ....
to HFS 0 5 1 0 1 5 20

assumed. Drift flow has a positive value, which Divertor (b)

produces particle fluxes away from and towards the to LFS 1 1022 s-im-2) Low-field-side SOL (X-point)

divertor at HFS and LFS, respectively. The Drvertor nIV110

diamagnetic flow (nVdr, da ) does not constitute the

particle flux onto the divertor and is not shown. At

the HFS and LFS, poloidal flux density of the drift 'a 
- -0 1 '111 Drift flow from LFS to H FS0 X

flow is dominant near the separatrix. (r,,,d <0.4cm). 0. in private flux region

Poloidal components of particle flux density in the -2

private flux region are shown in Fig 5(b), which is to HFS -2 0 2 4 6 8 1 0
Dwenor Distance from separatrlx (mm)

produced by negative E, in the private plasma under mapping to LFS midplane

the attached divertor condition. The ExB drift flux is FIG. 5. Components of the poloidal

very large and it contributes to particle transport fluxes produced by parallel SOL flow

ftom LFS to HFS divertor. (nVe) and ExB driftflow (nVd,,ft EB), (a)
for HFS, and (b) for LS.

In the detached divertor, negative E, appears near the boundary of detached and attached

plasmas in the common flux region. This ErxB drift would produce particle flux away from the

US divertor to the X-point. On the other hand, parallel SOL flow towards the LFS divertor

increases up to the sonic level since the ionization front moving from the target plate to the X-
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point 4]. The net particle flux is carried towards the US divertor.

4.2 Influence of ExB Drift on Particle Flux

Influences of the drift flow on total particle fluxes, r HFS and rPLFs, are investigated. rpHFS and

]FPLFs are calculated by integrating nV//E) and n d"ftEB (D across the SOL along the probe scan

from the sep aratrix (r--O) to the most outer radius (r-r&,), where field line is connected to the
divertor, as follows,

HFS / LFS 'B(D]V(p dr (1)r 2.7rRn [V E + VE
P fo I H dnft

where positive value shows particle flux towards the US divertor. Figure 6 shows IrPHFsl and
LFS GWFp , and the ratio of ErxB drift flux to parallel flux as a function of -ff./n . Equation (1 is

written as rPHMLFS =rp,/ HFS(LFS + rp.drift HFS/LFSI(a) 1022 S-1) Mah-fleld-side SOL
1

where rpj/HFs and Fp�/LFs have negative and positive X IF4SI=�HFSr HFS'
0.8 Qj

values, respectively. Total particle flux at the Ve*_10
private flux region, rpF", is calculated from Eq.(1), 1H 0.6

where two components are integrated in the private E 0.4
to isflux region (-2 < r < cm). CL 0.2 z d

0
At low-ff. (jj,/nGW =0.24-0.34), rp HFS of -(3.0- .3? 0,4 05-1�61 U.7

(1 022 S-1 to LFS
021 S- i rp'd, HFS of 09 (b) Low-field-side SOL4 I............ L.Xj Divertor4.0)xl larger than Ift X r LFSr LFS r

� P'/ p dnft21 P2.1)xlCl s-'.Fp,dnft"Fsis3O-50%oflrpv/HFSI. Thus, 3 0.5
of rPHFS i Wthe direction towards the HFS divertor,

rpHFS i 021 S-1. 22 0
and -(1.5-2.5)xl On the other hand, It

LFS rpd" S 02 co -10.5
IFP)/ and ft are (3.0-4.0)xl 1 and (1.6- cL 1

2.9)xl 021 s-1, respectively. p,&,fjLFs corresponds to 4�

45-80% of rp LS' and FPLFS i (5.9-7.0)xl 021 S-1. GrV/ n n
As a result, ]FPLFS i larger than rPHFS, and the e/

asymmetry is produced mostly by the drift flow in FIG. 6 Net poloidal fluxes towards
021 S-1 divertors, F HFs' and F , and ratio ofSOL. On the other hand, ]Fpp' of -(3.7-3.9)xl P P

driftflux to parallel flux, F fl, , as a
is large, and it should contribute to in-out function of n: (a) for YYand (b) for

asymmetry in the divertor ion flux. LFS near X-point. Driftfluxfrom LFS to
HFS, .P', is also shown.

When the detachment occurs at LFS divertor, however, rpl"' decreases to zero. At the same time,

with increasing -ff., both IrpX HF11 and rpj/LFI increase largely and become dominant in particle

transport towards the divertor. Here, rpdft LFS changes the direction, as mentioned in Sec. 4 .

4.3 In-Out Asymmetry in Divertor Ion Flux

Influences of FPHFS, r PUS and ppr' on in-out asymmetry in the divertor ion flux are discussed.

We make the following assumption: a part of ]FPLFS is exhausted into the private flux region by

diffusion and radial drifts before reaching the target plate: such particle flux would be

comparable to 117pprj. Total particle fluxes towards the HFS and US divertors are estimated as

rp M+rpPrv and pn -Irpprvl, respectively. jpHFs+rpP"j and pLFs -Ir'pp'l are shown in Fig. 7 as a
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function of ff,/n GW . For the attached divertor (a) 1- old 0 41111 d

conditions (ff,/n GW =0.24 - 045), Ir PHIS+rpPrvl of NF6 rLF#

(5.4-12.6)XI021S- 'is a factor of 23 larger than rPLFS

-Irpp'vl of (2.2-4.4)xl 021 S I. Large contribution of
Fpp'v to the HFS-enhanced asymmetry in the
divertor ion flux is determined. (b) :(1 022S

0
t IF Is+ P,1When the detachment occurs at the LFS divertor at X 4) 1 P P EB=2

-ff,/nGW > P` disappears and net particle 4--0.46, F 0 .1. :IrpP
fluxes towards the HFS and LFS divertors ar t

HFS _rP HFS) LFS _rP,//LFS), M 0CL- LFS LFS divertor detachmentdescribed as FP and LF F I Pi 'I 4
respectively. At the same time, IF // s becomes 0 1I.e. : I........ .............PI 0 1 2 3 0.4 0 5 06 7 0 8

larger than rpH HFS . As a result, rp Us becomes a Pi./nGr

factor of 13-1.8 larger than 1713 HFs. The asymmetry FIG. 7 (a) Directions of particle fluxes
are illustrated at HFS, LS and pvate

in p is small compared to that in the attached flux region, (b) Particle fluxes towards
divertor. Similar HFS-enhanced asymmetries in the the HFS and LS divertors are shown as
particle recycling and neutral pressure have been I F,"Fs+FPP-j and F,'-jrPP-j, respectively.
generally observed [I 0]. When the divertor detachment occurs such asymmetries become small
and reversed. These characteristics of the particle transport in the divertor are determined by
changes in pHFS, LFS and p"v.

Contributions of drift effects to the particle transport would be an important question for the
divertor design and operations in tokamak reactor such as ITER. Although the high density
plasma (ff,/n GW_0 .85 is sustained, collisionality of the SOL plasma is relatively low v, =
L,,/'k, -5-10) since Te at separatrix (150 eV) would be high at n, -3.5x10" m-'. Relatively large
E, is expected in such low v,*, which corresponds to database at iff./ricw-0.4 in Fig.6. Then,
rPdnftHF'4rpV/"Fsj of -30% and]Fpdft LFS/r, P,// LFS of -60% would be anticipated. At the same time,
ExB drift flow in the private flux region is expected since the divertor detachment is localized
near the strike-points: private plasma below the X-point is attached. Particle flux towards the
divertor would be influenced by these drifts, and a design work with including these drifts will
be useful to optimize the divertor and pump geometries.

5 Effect of Gas Puff Location on SOL Flow

SOL flow pattern is modified depending on the gas puff location, and a technique of the puff
and pump was demonstrated to exhaust impurity ions (helium, neon and carbon) from the core
plasma 14,15]. However, the SOL flow pattern has not been determined experimentally. The
SOL plasma flow was investigated during strong gas puff from the plasma top ("main puff )
and divertor ("divertor puff") as shown in Fig.8(a). Mach probes locations are downstream and
upstream from the main puff and divertor puff locations, respectively. Constant puff rate is
kept during the measurements under the attached divertor condition, and it changes from 20 to
60 Pam's-1 (p,,ff = 1. 1-3.2xl 022 Atoms s-1) on a shot-by-shot basis. Hydrogen L-mode plasma
with normal ion VB drift direction was used in these experiments.
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Profiles of M and n, are compared for the two cases, main gas puff

where jff, are comparable, (2.6-2.7)xlO" M-3 (H. /nGW_ (a)
0.52). For the main puff, enhancements of M and n, are
observed both at HFS and LFS, compared to those for
the divertor puff. At HFS, M increases by 20% in the
wide region between the separatrix and the outer flux
surfaces, and 11, also increases by 20-50%. As a result,

parallel flux density component (nV//E)) increases as

shown in Fg.8 (b). On the other hand, at US near the L-�1101 mas

X-point, an increase in M (less than 25%) is observed (b) (1022M2S-1) HFS SOL

only at I <rmd<2crn, while ne is comparable. Thus, small U) 0 - - - - - - - - - -
increase in nV//E) is seen only at the outer flux surfaces .5 towards FIFS diverto

as shown in Fig.8 (c).

HFS rp�/LFSTotal parallel flux components, rp�/ and 2

which are dominant in the particle transport, are A.
compared between the main puff and the divertor puff. 0 10 20 30 40
IFP)/ HFS is shown in Fig.9. For the main gas puff, large Distance from separatrix (mm)

s (C) 1022 M 2S 1) LFS near X-point
enhancement of rp�/HF (a factor of 15-2) is found, while 0 ...................

LFS is 1.1-f.3 times larger. These results suggest that :t towards LFS divertorrp, 0
the bulk of the SOL plasma generated by the main puff mm 0.5

V
is brought towards the HFS divertor. This SOL flow x
direction is consistent with simulation result as shown

Main puffin Fig.3.

IL
This experiment also demonstrated that electron 50 1 0 0 30
pressure profiles are comparable for different gas puff Distance from separatrix (mm)

cases, and that T, at HFS SOL and T, (measured at the FIG. 8. (a) Locations of main
US plasma top) decrease with the increase in n, at the puff and divertor puff. Poloidal
FIFS SOL, in particular, at the outer flux surfaces. As a components of parallel flux (b a I

HFS, and (c) at LS, are
compared at the same n..

3 1 ' ' ') . . . . I - . . . I . . . .
22 1 150 S7 H S SOL HIPS SOL

CAI
LL

2 Main puff lo 
0 Armid-3cm

X
+R�-ffl **V 50% 5 Main puff

t Armid- Diverto
co I
IL 0 1.5 2 2.5 3

2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3 (1019M-3)

R e (10 19 M'3 fie

FIG. 9 Total parallel particle fluxes FIG. 10. Ion collisionalities at separatrix
towards HFS divertor Horizontal bars show and outerflux surfaces (r.,,-3cm) in HFS.
increment of n, during gas puffing.
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result, electron and ion collisionalities, v. * and v,*, are increased largely at the outer flux surfaces

of HFS SOL for the main puff case. Figure 10 shows that v,* is enhanced by the factor of 2-3 at

rm�d =3 cm, while an increase in v,* near the separatrix is small. Values of v,* (-3-5) at LFS (rMd
=0 and 3 c) are comparable. A friction force on the impurity flux is enhanced by the increases
in v,* and M, which would overcome the thermal force (producing impurity flux towards the
main plasma). Zff (the main contribution of carbon) is reduced to 13 during the strong main
puff cases, comparing to 14 for the divertor gas puff. This result suggests that the impurity
reduction in the main plasma is caused by enhancement of the SOL flow at HFS.

6. Summary and Conclusions

Measurements of the SOL flow both at the HFS and LFS of the JT-60U tokamak, and UEDGE
simulation revealed the SOL flow pattern and effects of the plasma drifts on the SOL flow.
Drift flow was dominant near the separatrix, which contributes up to 50% (HFS) and 80%
(LFS) to net particle transport at relatively low density. At the same time, ExB drift flow in the
private flux region was found to be comparable to the net particle flux towards the HFS divertor,
which produces the HFS-enhanced. asymmetry in the divertor ion flux under the attached
divertor condition (for ion VB drift direction towards the divertor).

A strong gas puff from the main plasma top increased the SOL flow, in particular, at HFS by
the factor of 15-2 under the attached divertor condition. At the same time, v,* and v,*

increased in particular at the outer flux surfaces. Increments of both M and v,* at HFS SOL
enhance the friction force on impurity flux, resulting in reduction of Z. ff.

In a tokamak reactor such as ITER, drift effects in the particle flux transport would be expected
since collisionality of the SOL plasma is relatively low. At the same time, ExB drift flow in the
private region wl exist, producing in-out asymmetry in divertor particle flux Particle flux
towards the divertor will be influenced by these drifts, and the design work including the drift
effects will be useful to optimize the divertor and pump geometries.
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